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colin charlton + andrew hollinger
“Alignment" seems to be an institutional way of saying 
"we're on the same page," and being on the same page 
is about being able to share a vision.
Why We Should Talk about “Alignment” with Writing Students 
Colin Charlton + Andrew Hollinger 
  
 With projects like crosspol and and our continuing work on designing college 
transitions curricula, we’ve supported necessary and meaningful conversations 
among writing teachers in ISDs and IHEs who may not be flooded with 
opportunities to cross-talk. While that instructor-level communication is one place 
we can build more institutional and pedagogical bridges, we also want to take some 
time at the end of  this issue to talk about what we talk about with students. 
 In any contexts surrounding the move from high school to college, whether 
we’re talking about the rhetoric and rhetorical contexts of  writing, reading, and/or 
assessment, we’d like to pose a question and suggest a metacognitive move for all of  
us.  
•  Question: What if  we owned the word “alignment” with our students? 
• Metacognitive Move: Let’s start publicly rearticulating the concepts that we 
want to align and bridge courses, grades, and institutions. 
This articulation of  alignment is, of  course, alive and well in state legislative 
educational policies, in MOUs, in regional partnerships, and in a host of  course 
guidelines and documents that delineate essential skills, standards, and benchmarks. 
The articulation also circulates in rich disciplinary documents like the collaboratively 
generated Framework for Success in Post-Secondary Writing and the CCCC 
Statement on Preparing Teachers of  College Writing. We’re interested, at the 
moment, in a different type of  articulation. Our experiences in Texas collectively 
serve as a single example to explain why, but it’s a useful one because of  the state’s 
size, its different regional centers, and the challenges it consistently faces in 
negotiating curricular cohesion. While being writing teachers and working on this 
issue of  crosspol for the last year and a half, we have been separately or jointly 
involved in multiple sites of  alignment discussions:  
• degree alignment negotiations with a community college 
• teacher certification negotiations with a college of  education 
• vertical alignment discussions on college preparation with IHEs and 
ISDs 
• test preparation curriculum development with an ISD 
• cross-regional college preparation curriculum development 
• biomedical core curriculum development 
• first year writing student learning outcomes review and development 
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‘‘How embarrassing–a house full of  condiments and no food. –Tyler Durden, Fight Club (David Fincher, 1999)
• a writing teacher exchange program teaming high school, college, and 
graduate student writing teachers 
• portfolio calibration and assessment between ISDs and IHEs 
• state level gap analysis and revision of  K-12 essential knowledge and 
skills 
• state level study of  developmental education ESOL programs 
• professional development workshops on reading, inquiry, writing, 
feedback, assessment, class management, etc. 
 Through these activities, we’re assembling a living picture of  writing and 
education, one that recognizes but doesn’t hinge upon any one crisis, law, or scope 
and sequence table. We’ve talked to a lot of  teachers as they move through systems 
of  curricula and employment, and we’ve seen a fair amount of  student writing. But, 
to be fair, when it comes to discussions of  alignment, we’ve spent a great deal more 
time with student learning outcomes than with students who are learning outcomes. 
In a teacher-learner system, the teachers are, of  course, driving the language of  
sequenced learning. But we should take a moment, take several moments as our 
contributors to this issue have demonstrated, to let the students reflect and write and 
speak about how they experience the results of  all these alignment activities. Sure, we 
can name what we know, and that is a necessary step forward. The next step–as we 
think about the consequences of  habitus and typified actions, of  cross-sector 
collaborations, of  writing together across sites, of  Tori who thinks she’s just done–
could be to continue that conversation with Tori in terms of  alignment. Doesn’t 
sound very sexy or engaging or discursively aware, we know. But as the two of  us 
move through a variety of  professional development scenes and begin to distinguish 
the strategies that have impact from the strategies that simply take up time for our 
teacher-colleagues in writing, we’re seeing a pattern. Many of  us can talk about the 
roles of  audience and purpose and form in helping students make informed 
rhetorical choices, but our students and teachers don’t always know how to map out 
the journey. We are suffering the assumption of  application–there’s an insight to 
clothespin and consider for a bit of  time as it hangs there at the conclusion of  this 
issue. 
 We should also probably take a moment to think about why we have such 
strong reactions to standardized testing and how we live with that relationship 
alongside our desire for actionable data. The standardized test itself  is only pencil 
and paper or perhaps a computer program. The test is inert. It doesn’t (itself) harm 
our students or jeopardize our teaching evaluations. It is an instrument ready for 
investment. In fact, our lives are filled with standardized tests that we uphold as 
rigorous and even ethically necessary: drivers licenses, healthcare certifications, food 
and drug safety rankings . . . . Perhaps it’s not the test we hate. Good assessment is a 
best practice and a part of  how we learn and teach.  
 An observation: we have become ravenous for data. (Why this is could fill a 
whole other issue.) We seek data because we think (maybe rightly or maybe wrongly) 
that quantifying every aspect of  the learning process will allow us to better 
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understand how students learn and teachers teach, which might lead us to develop 
better students and teachers. What we sometimes lose sight of  in the mix of  already 
established data farming strategies and pathways is that data is an interpreted 
measurement–it is not an achievement in itself. The drive to hit district, state, and 
federal benchmarks (97% of  students must be proficient!) has driven those same 
entities to manipulate scores, evaluations, and even change what counts as “passing” 
on the test. Even worse, the drive for data has affected the hierarchy of  
responsibility. Data as a moment and an impetus for reflection is a concept in 
circulation, but not one that enjoys everyday status. So we handle high stakes testing 
by putting immense pressure on the student and teacher, expelling and firing (or 
otherwise hiding) those who don’t perform well. Shouldn’t something that is used to 
measure help us identify those areas we need help with instead of  forcing us to hide 
our weaknesses?  
 And that’s what we actually hate. The way we treat high stakes testing is 
turning us into a data-at-any-cost profession even while so many voices argue against 
such perspectives and pathways. We say “data driven” like it is how we will win the 
battle against education. (What is that battle against or for anyway?) But just like the 
test, data is inert until activated by context. The solution is to reframe: we should be 
purpose driven, data informed. That is a much more fulfilling conversation to have, 
and we can have it with teachers and students. 
 “Alignment” seems to be an institutional way of  saying “we’re on the same 
page,” and being on the same page is about being able to share a vision. If  we are to 
own alignment, one thing we might do is develop a shared vision between all 
stakeholders, but in particular we can focus on the teacher-student relationship. This 
doesn’t mean that we necessarily have to share the exact same goals or objectives 
because those are simply ways that vision is manifested. It does mean that we can 
test ourselves and our systems of  assessment by publicly listening to and writing with 
our students, whether that’s a college writing program livestream with teachers and 
students or a  high school workshop on college transitions led by students or a 
conversation about reflection between a student and teacher–about the past, the 
present, and the next. 
 As we bring more student voices, experiences, and research into crosspol and 
elsewhere, we will definitely be challenging students and teachers to talk through the 
transitions as much as the courses, to make alignment an everyday consideration 
more than an systemic imposition and to make feedback something we foster among 
teachers and administrators as well as students. We will take Glenn and Rich’s cue to 
revisit Drakulich’s 1978 questionnaire to consider the instruments, the scaffolding, 
and the subsequence movement of  our assessment-tied ideas and acts. Building a 
new conversation out of  alignment is one way to shift our perspectives as writers, 
students, and teachers, and we could all use some new plateaus from which the 
typified can be questioned, dislocated, remixed, and even ingeniously re-engaged.  
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